Supervisor Workshop

(STEM – Science, Technology & Computing, Engineering & Mathematics, KMI)

Facilitator: John Wakeford

Research Meeting Room, 2nd Floor Library
Tuesday 3 November 2015
9.15 am to 4.30 pm

This workshop will consider best practice in research degree supervision from induction through to the viva.

Who should attend?
If you are supervising or co-supervising a PhD student and have not yet supervised to completion, it is Open University policy that you should attend this workshop.

Course Objectives
During the day participants will:

- review the roles and responsibilities of the supervisor
- raise awareness of what students expect of the supervisors
- consider the key stages in the management of research degree projects and students
- gain an understanding of the skills needed for effective supervision
- gain confidence in dealing with some common problems in supervision
- present guidelines on good supervisory practice university policy

Most participants at previous workshops have indicated that they would strongly recommend these workshops to colleagues especially for new supervisors.

Comments from previous delegates:
“This courses are very important to ensure a consistent quality of supervision across the university.”
“Everyone should be encouraged to come along!”

To register:
If you would like to attend, you can enrol directly by using the Staff Learning Management System (LMS): Link [http://staff-lms.open.ac.uk/staff-lms/](http://staff-lms.open.ac.uk/staff-lms/), Search and register for scheduled learning events and waiting lists, Select IET Classes, Look for code: IET/RC/SG1 Date: 03/11/15
Title: Introduction to Supervision Science MCT KMI & ARCs

For information regarding the programme please contact research-training-development@open.ac.uk

Please note: Registration is via LMS, only contact this email address if you experience access problems.
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